Tidbit 14
Take your losses early in NT contracts while you still have stoppers in other suits.

Interpretation: Providing you still have a stopper or stoppers in your weak suit(s), you will
maximise the tricks possible in a NT contract by taking your losses early in a suit that
requires setting up in order to provide additional tricks.
Examples:
Your partner North opens 1D and you bid 3NT which
is passed out. West leads the 10H (top of an internal
sequence) and you win with the KH. Prior to
embarking on a NT contract it is recommended to
count your winners, whereas in trump contracts you
count your losers.
You have your heart trick on the lead, plus 3 x
spades and almost certainly 5 x clubs. Play another
round of hearts rather than starting on your long
club suit. If West wins with the AH she has no real
idea where your weakness may lie and will probably
just lead a third round of hearts while still holding
the AD. You can now make 10 tricks in NT.
If you play out your clubs immediately, West still
holds both the AH and AD and has time to work out
a diamond switch which will hold you to 9 tricks.

You are East. Partner opens 1C and after your 1NT
response, bids 3NT.
South obligingly leads a heart around to your JH.
With that trick you have 1 x spade, 2 x hearts and
at least 3 x clubs off the top. You check the lie of
the land with clubs playing AC and KC in case
North has Jxxx and then lead a club to your QC.
What do you lead next? See what you can make
out of the diamond suit by leading a diamond to
the QD. Whatever the defence does now you
should be able to make 10 tricks even if it
includes the 8D to go with the KD.

Exercise:

Bidding: You are North.
South
West
North
East
Pass
Pass
1D
Pass
1S
Pass
1NT
Pass
East leads the 5C to West’s AC and West returns
the 9C to your JC, East’s 6C and you overtake
with the KC in the dummy. You lead the QD
which is covered by the KD to your AD. You play
the 10D and both the defenders follow. You now
play to one of the winning diamonds in dummy,
West discarding a heart. What do you play next?

Answer to Tidbit 13 exercise:

North appears to have long clubs herself,
as well as a shortage in spades. It is
possible the HCPs are fairly evenly split.
Your own void is worth a lot. You should
be safe in 5C. In fact 7C makes!!

